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HIGH ACHIEVHHENT IN RURAL SCHOOLS

The conditions that concern us today--swiftly
advancing technology, economic competition in a
global arena, the sudden obsolescence of skills- -
will be even more intense tomorrok.

We must raise both the floor and the ceiling of
achievement in America, improving educational
attainment for the most able students and for
other students as well.

...Education Commission Of The States

The time is right for rural and small schools to seek greater achievements
from their most able students. For most of our history we Americans have been
in love with high achievement with excellence. But today the search for
excellence is even more important. The possibility that foreign countries can
outstrip us in productivity and inventiveness is suddenly troubling

Americans. Across the country, towns and cities arts depressingly aware of
"technological unemployment " -- people losing jobs because our workers and our
techniques are suddenly obsolete. Rural communities are ospecially hard hit
as rural workers face tough new demands that come from the highly technical
economy which is emerging.

This hzo led many rural leaders to agree with the Education Commission of the
States that our future success as a nation - -our national defense, our social
stability and well-being, and our national prosperity --will depend on our

ability to improve educationwsc that in the future our children will be able
to meet the demands of a new era that is already upon us" (ECS, 1983). During
significant economic and social changes people seek highly talented persons
who can offer leadership and new ideas to face the crises. With the American
public becoming focused on the development of capable leaders, we find
educators asking three basic questions:

o Who has high potential for making outstanding contributions to our
communities and society?

o How can we identify these high potential people and train them
during their formative years?

o What types of school environments and activities nurture their
potential into productive leadership?

A review of the research on leadership reveals that biographies offer some of
the best data available relating to the education of talented individuals. It

is in biographies that recognized national and world leaders talk about those
childhood experiences which he]ped them serve society in unique ways, thereby
raising human achievement to new heights.
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The literature about accomplished adults offers several surprises. Contrary
to commonly held assumptions many of our greatest contributors to society did
not live near urban museums and libraries, attend large, well-equipped schools
and receive special training in complex educational prograas. In fact, many
gifted leaders of the arts, sciences, industry and government acquired their
basic knowledge in small schools and gained their childhood experiences in
rural and remote towns scattered across the nation.

Such evidence is startling as we often read about the problems and scarcitier
of rural schools -- --especially since Conant made his appeal in the 1950s for a
consolidation of small schools into large union districts to provide
for"economies of scale. Since Conant's day however, Americans have decided
that in many enterprises bigger is not always better. Small, rural or remote
schools hive unique learning environments which affect the educational
experiences of their students. Although many articles publiuhed about schools
in sparsely populated areas focus their attention on economic scarcities,
pressures on teachers and limited materials, there are also a number of
distinct advantages offered to those attending school in rural areas. Small
schools provide all children, including the gifted, with a unique array of
opportunities to develop intellectual, social and creative capacities. These
rural strengths are discussed in greater detail later in this article.

SPECIAL NEEDS OF TALENTED STUDENTS

There is no conclusive evidence that identifies a specific set of educational
needs common to all or most gifted students. Educators across most of the
nation describe several categories of giftedness, including: intellectual,
specific academic, creative or productive thinking, visual or performing arts,
and leadership abilities. Each of these categories of giftedness represents
different sets of educational needs. Even within specific categories, there
is a vast span of student differences. It is difficult for even the
well- endowed schools to provide significant learning opportunities that
fulfill such wide-ranging needs. Many schools fall short in their attempts.
Programs for gifted and talented students are often one shot" experiences or
occasional learning units, rather than a series of learning experiences on a
continuum which is carefully designed to enrich and deepen the students'
knowledge within a field or topic. However, it is possible for small or rural
schools interested in developing appropriate instruction for gifted students
to find good programs to adopt or amend.

A "CATALOGUE" OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR RURAL SCHOOLS

The Oregon Department of Education's Office of Talented and Gifted convened a
special task force to investigate both the needs of gifted students and the
unique realities of small, rural or remote schools. After conducting a survey
involving rural teachers, administrators and parents, a set of criteria was
established to guide the search for programs available to small rural
schools. Based on these criteria, the Northwest Regional Educational
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Laboratory was contracted to develop a catalogue of special programs
specifically designed to help rural teachers and administrators locate
programs for high ability students.

These programs offer evidence of effectiveness for ta]ented students as well
as feasibility for small, rural or remote districts in terms of affordability
and implementation.

Nineteen programs were selected from a nationwide search as having the best

approach for talented students in rural schools. Each of these nineteen

programs is described in the following terms:

o Program Title

o Program Type: Whether the program delivers its instruction through
acceleration, enrichment or regular classroom activities

o Brief Description: An overview of what the program offers

o Students Served: The type of gifted students and the grade levels
with which the program has been effective

o Goals and Objectives: The formal outcomes which the program is
designed to achieve

o Appropriateness for Rural Schools: How this program fits some of
the unique realities of rural schools

o Why Developers Created this Program: The need or goal which the
program was designed to fulfill

o Curriculum: The basic curriculum framework and focus of the program

o Instructional Strategies: The teaching models, instructional
methods and teaching styles which are utilized

o Staff Roles: How individual teachers or groups of teachers need to
organize in order to implement the program

o Training Needs: The amount and kind of special training which
participants may need to implement the program

o Program Costs: The startup costs; the costs of training, materials
and equipment, and ongoing costs of implementing the program

o 87idence of Effectiveness: The outcome measures which indicate

whether gifted students achieve the program goals and objectives

o Some Snags to Avoid: Factors or situational conditions which
program developers describe as needing caution
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o Services Available from tha Oregon Department of Education: The
economic and service support available from the Oregon Office of
Talented and Gifted Education

o Services available from the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory (NWREL): Products and services which the Laboratory has

to offer school districts interested in gifted education

At the end of this article, a "spreadsheet" offers brief information regarding

each program for quick overall comparison and analysis.

These models were selected because they specifically:

o Respond to the unique strengths and constraints found in small,
rural and remote schools

o Focus on the classroom teacher's needs or activities

o Provide appropriate instructional materials for gifted students

o Offer schools at least one of three types of program models:
acceleration, enrichment or regular classroom activities

USING STRENGTHS OF RURAL SCHOOLS FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Several studies suggest that small, rural and remote schools have many natural

strengths. (Dunne, 1983; Massey and Crosby, 1983; Rosenfeld, 1983; Sher,
1983; Sher and Tompkins, 1976; Weaver, 1975; Iluempke, 1974; Stemnock, 1974;
Montgomery County Public Schools, 1973; Zymelman, 1973.) These strengths, as

pointed out in the chart that follows, are often the same features which best
facilitate learning among talented and gifted students.

Strengths of Rural Schools Offer Implications For

These Opportunities Gifted Education

The small school is more likely
to utilize innovative teaching
and open classroom situations

that cut across grades.

Rural teachers are more likely
to reach out to take on adminis-
trative responsibilities in

addition to their instructional
duties.

A "family atmosphere" often
develops in which teachers
create close, supportive
relationships with all
students and many parents.

4
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Accelerated and individualized
methodologies needed by some
talented and gifted students
can be accepted with less teacher
resistance.

Some of the time-consuming tasks
required by talented and gifted
programs are more likely to be

assumed.

The close, supportive relationships
which exist in small, rural
settings can offer excellent
articulation among school, home
and community learning activities.
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Strengths of Rural Schools Offer
These Opportunities

The principal knows staff
well and can make maximum
use of individual talents.

Staff members feel a part of
the entire school; students
are close to students on other
grade levels more than in
large schocas.

Usually there are more

professional staff available
per pupil (although less
per building).

Implications For
Gifted Education

Arrangements can be more easily
made to provide responsive
leaning opportunities for each
type of gifted student.

There is more 'cross age"
grouping in both the informal and
formal activities of the small
school, providing high levels
of challenge to gifted students.

Gifted students are more likely
to receive special attention from
a professional staff member when
a special interest or project
merits such attention.

There are also some constraints in the rural context which require special
attention.

Constraints Facing Rural Schools

Since funds for materials are
supplied on a uniform dollar
per pupil formula for all
schools, there is a scarcity
of professional and
instructional materials and
equipment.

Rural specialists have to
divide time among several

small schools, resulting in
time lost in travel.

One teacher per grade means
little choice of instructional
styles is available to

talented and giftee students.

Implications for Gifted Education

Rural schools find it very
difficult to locate or acquire
specialized materials to support
talented and gifted education

Specialists do not have time to
invest in researching and
de7eloping materials for gifted
students.

Rural teachers need practical, day -
to-day classroom materials that
help them deliver appropriate

instructional style and content
to talented and gifted students.

Given both positive and negative factors inherent to the small rural school,
what can rural schools offer gifted students? Several generalizations can be
made:

o Small schools cannot implement gifted programs which require large
funding, expensive new equipment or materials. However, there exists

5
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in rural communities a rich source of adult supervisors who could
volunteer a variety of skills and interest areas to share with gifted
students.

o Small schools cannot implement change strategies which require
complex, differentiated staff arrangements. However, a small,
close-knit staff can team together in a variety of ways to cover
several needs of gifted students.

o Small schools cannot use programs that require Newly types of
specialists. However, rural teachers have often extended their
responsibilities and exhibited dependable leadership skills. These
trades can support gifted program activities.

o Small schools cannot easily pull students from regular classrooms and
group them according to their unique learning needs. However, rural
gifted students enjoy: 1) smaller class sizes where there is more
likelihood of independent work; 2) a school climate where there is
greater familiarity among teachers, students, principals and
ccamulity members; and 3) a school environment where there is greater
opportunity for all students be participate in extracurricular
activities.

FOCUS ON THE CLASSROOM TEACHER

Many studies have shown that school improvement is always a direct result of
classroom improvement. Although schools can be affected by factors at the
building and district or community level, the ultimate source and results of
improvement can only be attributed to individual classroom teachers. It is
the teacher who structures the learning environment, whether that environment
is a regular classroom or an enriched or accelerated setting. Even programs
utilizing community sites require the teacher to develop instructional
strategies.

Therefore, the programs included in this catalogue have the ability to help
classroom teachers with the following tasks which Peck (1982) summarized as
important for teaching gifted students:

o Integrating Curriculum: Synthesizing knowledge from various fields
into global interdisciplinary units of learning

o Allowing for Breadth and Precision: Providing both a wide variety of
operations and an indepth, disciplined knowledge base

o Encouraging Higher Level Thinking Skills and Creative, Productive
Solution Finding: Enabling gifted students to be "producers" of
knowledge as well as 'consumers" of knowledge. as described by Renzulli

1875s
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o Inning at the Point of Optimal Discrepancy : Where according to
Piaget, learning is most effective because it is neither totally
congruent with what is known nor totally incongruent

o Teaching For Transfer: Enabling gifted students to discover the
patterns or, structure inherent in the disciplines as described

o Encouraging New Ways of Seeing Patterns: Allowing students the
perceptual openness, the inspirational and elaborative phases of
creativity referred to by Rdges and Kubie

APPROPRIATZ INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ARE NECESSARY

Many small, rural and isolated schools have a difficult time conducting
research of the literature and developing their own materials. In addition,
the literature on talented and gifted education is plagued with an abundance
of advocacy and a dearth of valid, reliable research outcomes. This makes the
selection of appropriate instructional materials both more difficult--and more
crucial--than for other areas of instruction.

In his paper, "Principles for Curriculum Modification,' Siewert (1981) noted
that basic approaches to curriculum for gifted students should include:

o A fast rate of introduction of new information and concepts based on
the ability of the students involved

o A high level of complexity/abstractedness of the curriculum in order
to challenge the capacity of the learners to deal with advanced
concepts and complex ideas

o Teaching to the highest cognitive level possible

o Teaching the students to use all thinking skills

o Teaching methods through which the gifted can learn independently

Gallagher (1975) provides three ways in which the preceding approaches can be
achieved.

o Content: Curriculum can be modified both in its organization and in
its degree of abstraction/complexity. For example, while an entire
science class is receiving direct instruction about energy sources,
advanced learners will be engaged in individual/team projects covering
more complex, theoretical generalizations. Advanced learners will
cross over additional disciplines as they pursue the impact of
dwindling energy sources on political, economic and social structures
of society.

1875s
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o Presentation: How the material is taught is as important as the
content tf instruction itself. Generally, regular classrooms
emphasize "direct instruction" which is primarily devoted to
memorization and comprehension activities. Instructional materials
for high ability learners should focus on higher level thinking skills
and creative problem solving skills.

o The Learning Environsent: High ability students are more comfortable
and learn better in an environment where openTendedness, mutual

decision making, group interaction and freedom of choice are
emphasized. Physical placement of the gifted child may range frow
independent study in the regular classroom to placement in an upper
grade class for a portion of the day, to grouping with other gifted
students in a conference room, library or lab. High ability students
have also done well when placed in out-of-school mentor or internship
programs.

A fourth area requiring curriculum modification has been described by Renzulli
(1976).

o Product: Gifted students possess the abilities to spend less time
"consuming" knowledge and more time "producing" knowledge than other
learners. The high levels of curiosity and wide interest ranges of
gifted students require a curriculum which emphasizes research

processes, inquiry skills and presentation methods, as well as
development of strong work habits.

THREE TYPES OF GIFTED PROGRAM MODELS

When selecting a gifted program, it is important to match the program to the
types of gifted students and to the classroom realities, For these reasons
each program model has been identified according to three major categories of
student learning activities:

o Effective instruction of the talented and gifted in regular classrooms

o Appropriate accelerated instruction

o Relevant enrichment of instruction

Regular classroom materials, when well selected, can offer gifted students
several options for learning, such as the following:

o Independent Study

o Supplemental learning kits

o Advanced subject matter units

o In -class grouping into small study/project groups

o Advanced learning activities/projects

1875s
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Accelerated instructional materials can provide a means of serving the special
learning needs of very fast/developmentally mature learners with
administrative arrangements such as the following.

o Early admission

o Ungradei primary/continuous progress

o Double grade promotion.

o Multi-age classes

o Tutoring

o Correspondence courses

o Extra classes for extra credit

o Planned acceleration of secondary graduation processes

o Advanced placement

Enrichment of learning experiences for high ability students in rural schools
can be provided through materials that encourage greater breadth across
disciplines as well as greater depth in given disciplines through activities
such as the following:

o Advanct 'honors -type" classes in regular subjects

o Special classes

o Part-time groups in "zero hour"'(before/after school or Saturdays)

o Seminars or minicourses

o Team teaching arrangements

o Advanced learning packages featuring complex knowledge bases/higher
level thinking skills

o Research projects

o Field trip/cultural events/museum formats

o Special summer programs

Many of the model programs reviewed on the following pages offer changes in
emphasis, rather than a major renovation of classroom practices. As no one
element exists in isolation as the most appropriate method for gifted
students, the materials must provide a balanced interplay between the advanced
contents, presentation methods, learning environment and expected student
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products. The span of differences between gifted students is great and the
materials must offer classroom teachers adequate assistance in the
individualization necessary to make the curriculum and instruction successful.
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PROGRAM TITLE TTPE OF PROGRAM CURRICULAR AREA(s) Inman arm EVALUATION

Academic Excellence is
the vanities Enrichment

Social Studies, English
Career Guidance Gr. 9-12, Gifted Students Program Staff

American Studies
Enrichment,
Regular
Classroom U.S. History

Gr. 11, Gifted Students
and Other Learners Program Staff

Comeuteronics Enrichment Computer Uses and
Applications

Gr. 5-4, Gifted Students
Gr. 5-12, Other Learners

JR?
(Gr. 6-7, G)

Project Discovery Enrichment
Basic Skills, Personal
Awareness, Social
Environment

Gr. 9-12, Gifted Students
and Other Learners State Validation

The Fletcher Computer
(FACT)

Enrichment Computer Gus and
Applications

Gr. 9-12, Gifted and
Righly Motivated Students Prop= Staff

Guidance Model for Gifted
Education in a Small Rural
School

Acceleration,
Enrichment,
Regular

Classroom

lane Skills, Arts,
Leadership, Life
Skill:

Gr. P42, Gifted Students
and Other Learners

Program Staff

Individual PlAress
Program (IPP)

Acceleration Basic Skills, the Arts
Computer Basics

Gr. X-12, highly Gifted
Students

JDIP
(Gr. 2-5, G)

Institute for Creative
Education (ICE)

Enrichment,
Regular

Classroom

Basic Skills, Creative
Problem Solving

Gr. K-12, Gifted Students
and Other Learners

JDIP
(Gr. 4-6)

Junior Great Books Enrichment Rending, Language Arts
Gr. 2-12, Students Reading
at or above grade level

Program Staff
Independent

KIDS (Lids Interest
Discovery Studies Kits

&trichinae,
Regular
Classroom

Determined by Adopting
Schools

Gr. 1-4, Gifted Students
and Other Learners

JOU
(Gr. 1-6)

A Literature -Based Reading
Program for Gifted Students

Enrichmeme,
Regular
Classroom

Reading, Language
Arts

Gr. 3-9, Gifted Students
and Other Learners

Program Staff
Independent

Math Investigations Enrichment Mathematics Gr. X-4, Gifted Students Program Staff
Independent

Philosophy for Chilo.en Enrichment
Regular
Classy In

loeophy, Reasoning

---
Gr. X-12, Gifted Students
and Other Learners

Independent
(Eumerwit)

Project SAGE
Acceleration
Enrichment
Regular
Classroom

Basic Skills, Creative
:Linking Skills

Gr. L -5, Gifted Students JDRP
(Gr. 1-5, G)

Social Sciencing Enrichment Social Sciences Gr. 7, Gifted Students Program Staff

r---

Project Success Enrichment
Enr.chment
Regular
Classroom

Language Arts, Art Gr. 2-8, Gifted Students JD1P
Gr. 2-8, G)

Project TAG
Acceleration
enrichment

Basic Skills. Enrichment
Activities

t- 5-8, Gifted Students Program Staff
and Other Learners Independent

Think Shop Enrichment
Resoling, wecision Making
and Research Skills

Program Staff
Gr. 3-5, Gifted Students Independent

1Depsndent on whether schools contract for optional training

2Dependtene on whether schools have necessary computer hstdware
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,
STAFFING MUDS TRAINING COSTS

Indiv144,1 Teacher
or teaching teem Optional Low-Medical

English Teacher(s)
Social Studio* Teacher(e) Optional Law-Nediuml

Trained Teacher(s)
Training Required
Tollowup Optional High'

Co-directors (a)
Teachers

Community Members

Optional,

Recommended Mtdium-Right

Teacher(s) Optional Medium-High
2

Guidance Counselor
Teachers) Optional Low-Nedium

I

Trained Administrator
and Teacher(s)

Initial and Tollowup
Trate:4 Required High

.-

Trained Teachar(s)

-

Training Required
Tollowup Optional ILO

Trained Teacher(*)
and/or Trained
Adult Volunteers

Basic Training Required
Advanced Training
Optional Rigs

Coordinator(s)
Teachar(s)

Training Required
for Coordinator(*) High

Teacher(s) Optional Low-Nedium
1

TeacheT(s) Optional Low-Medium
1

Teacher(s)
Optional,
Recommended High

Consultant/Director
Teacher(s)

Optional,

Recommended Medium -Hight

Teacher(S) Optional Low-Nadiumi

Teacher/Coordinator
Teacher(s)

Required for Principal,
Coordinator, Taacher(0) High

Director, Teachers
Community Members Optional Medium -Hight

Teachers Training Required High
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